Volume sweeping and bodyline matching for automated prealignment in volumetric medical image registration.
For an automated image registration to converge to a good registration, it is crucial that the initial registration is within the capture range of the true registration, as local optimization methods are frequently employed. The ways to set an initial registration in current practice are not ideal and it is highly desirable to automate this initial registration (prealignment). Two automatic prealignment methods are reported here. In the volume sweeping approach, one volume is swept through the other, the overlapping volumes are coarsely aligned in the x and y directions, and a similarity measure is calculated at each sweeping position. Once sweeping is done, the position that gives the best similarity measure is chosen as the prealignment. In the second bodyline matching approach, patient bodyline profiles (the furthest anterior or posterior body boundary points) are extracted from two volumes and objectively matched. A prealignment is then derived from the matched bodylines. Both methods are tested on 19 PET/CT alignments of five patients with known ground truths acquired on hybrid PET/CT scanners. The absolute differences in the three translational parameters between the volume sweeping prealignment and the ground truth are 6.1 ± 3.9, 2.2 ± 2.7, and 4.2 ± 6.1mm, and between the bodyline matching and the ground truth are 5.2 ± 3.0, 3.3 ± 3.0, and 3.3 ± 4.1mm, which are within the capture range of automatic registration algorithms. The volume sweeping and bodyline matching can thus be used as a preprocessing step for automatic registration, making it possible to run an automatic registration algorithm without user intervention.